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Competence & Leadership
[All quotations in bold font are from the works of L. Ron Hubbard.]

There currently is a great deal of interest in the subject of 
leadership. It is one of the most searched for business management 
topics on the Internet. According to a recent survey on CEOs' 
concerns, when people leave a company, it is usually due to a 
failure in leadership. 

So, what is leadership and 
how does one become a 
successful leader? Read on.

“In order to get his job 
done, an executive must 
be someone from whom 
others are willing to take 
orders.”

What then establishes the willingness of others to take orders from 
an executive?

“The first test any follower of a leader requires the leader to 
meet is competence. Does the leader know what he is doing? 
For if an executive knows what he is doing, those to whom he 
must give orders are very likely to receive them in confidence.” 

In my 50 years as an executive, I have had more than one occasion 
where I stepped into a scene as the head of an activity, and I lacked 
competence in the functions of the activity. In 1990, for example, 



I was hired by the 
shareholders of a failing 
high-tech company to 
turn it around. The first 
day I walked in as the 
new President of this 
company I was 
completely computer 
illiterate; I didn’t 
know anything about 

computers. So how could I issue any orders? Well, I couldn’t. It 
would have been fairly stupid to simply waltz in and begin firing off 
orders. Anyone in that company could have had one conversation 
with me and they would have known I was incompetent in this field. 
So, the first thing I told them was that I knew how to manage and 
be an executive but was not going to begin wearing the hat of 
President until I was competent in the workings of the business. I 
told these guys that someone was going to have to train me on the 
business. They chuckled. I told them I was quite serious and asked 
who their best technician was. In short, I didn’t issue any orders on 
my own for the first month. If an order absolutely had to be issued, I 
consulted with my experts and issued only what they recommended 
and stated this in the order. Otherwise, I spent the first month 
hunkered down in a makeshift classroom with my appointed trainer. 
I spent another month consulting with my experts before I issued 
any orders. When I could have an intelligent banter with anyone 
about that business, I climbed into the saddle, pulled out my pistols 
and began cleaning up that town.

I did the same thing when I stepped into the oil industry in the '80s. 
I went out and roughnecked (worked on an oil rig) for several weeks 
until I knew firsthand how you find oil, get it out of the ground and 
to market.
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“There is a great deal of mystique (qualifications or skills that 
set a person or thing apart and beyond the understanding of 
an outsider) connected with leadership. Most of this mystique 
is nonsense; however, it is necessary that one who leads can 
attract attention and that he can enthuse and interest others. 
Simply knowing more about the subject than others or knowing 
more about organization than others can cause an executive to 
be regarded respectfully or even with awe.”

On the other hand, Elon Musk commands a great deal of attention 
by operating mostly beyond the public’s understanding. He 
certainly seems to be able to interest people. The media now posts 
practically anything the guy says about anything. He appears to be 
a genuine genius – I mean, who else can learn rocket science and 

build rockets that can go into 
orbit but can also transport 
materials to the International 
Space Station, deploy 
satellites and cost-effectively 
land on a targeted spot 
without destroying the rocket. 
And that’s just one of his 
companies.

Many followers of Musk have expressed their desire to be him. 
To this he has replied that he works 12–14-hour days, 7 days per 
week and deals with an astronomical amount of physical and mental 
stress. He doubts there are many people who would want to “be” 
that.

There aren’t many leaders in the world with that kind of stature. I 
haven’t seen many people expressing a desire to be just like Jeff 
Bezos, even though he, too, is a billionaire.
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A minister can be a leader for his parishioners. A doctor can be a 
leader for his patients and, as well, other doctors. A business owner 
can be a leader for his employees and other business owners, etc.

“A common denominator to all good executives is the ability to 
communicate, to have affinity1  for their area and their people 
and to be able to achieve a reality on existing circumstances. 
All this adds up to understanding. An executive who lacks 
these qualities or abilities is not likely to be very successful.”

It is a mistake to think that 
one can increase one’s 
control of an area and its 
people by being antagonistic. 
That is, in fact, how to 
reduce one’s control of these 
things. By reducing affinity, 
you reduce control. 

I recall stepping into one 
failing business back in the 
'80s where the business 
owner’s communication to his 
employees was usually gruff, 
confusing, and too forceful. 
This was one of the reasons 
the business wasn’t doing 
well. When I questioned this 
business owner regarding his communication, I discovered that he 
had picked up a lot of false data about leadership when he was 
going through military boot camp in the '60s. He unwittingly became 
a drill sergeant after that. It had cost him not only his marriage but 
any business he attempted to manage thereafter.

1  AFFINITY: the feeling of love or liking for something or someone. Affinity is a phenomena of space in that it expresses the 
willingness to occupy the same place as the thing which is loved or liked. The reverse of it would be antipathy, “dislike” or rejection 
which would be the unwillingness to occupy the same space as or the unwillingness to approach something or someone.



Communication requires an interchange of ideas between two 
or more people. That requires affinity. An executive who secretly 
dislikes his subordinates will not be a good leader. An executive 
must be able to control his sphere of authority. You have to bring 
about a reality (agreement) on what must be done to be successful 
and win the game. These things bring about an understanding. 
Understanding is not achieved by routinely getting in people’s 
faces and being a drill sergeant. Juniors don’t need or want a drill 
sergeant. They want a leader.

“Understanding, added to competence, is probably the most 
ideal character of an executive.

“The ability to lead can 
also be compounded1 
of forcefulness and 
demandingness, and these 
two qualities are often 
seen to stand alone in 
leadership without regard 
to competence and, though 
acceptable to juniors to 
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the degree that they will obey, are no long-term guarantee 
of an executive’s supremacy. While they are often part of a 
successful executive’s personality, they are not a substitute 
for other qualities and will not see him through. He must truly 
understand what he is doing and demonstrate competence on a 
long-term basis in order to achieve distinction and respect.”

There is a time to be forceful and demanding. A good leader is not 
fixedly goodness and light and all things nice. 

2 COMPOUNDED: to be made up of or composed of different elements.



I once stepped into a company and discovered in the first hour of 
the very first day that the business was quite overdue on its phone 
bill. The phone company was threatening to shut off the phones if 
the bill wasn’t paid by 4 p.m. that very afternoon. As if that wasn’t 
enough, the company had checks that were bouncing all over town 
and no one knew why. There should have been plenty of money 
to cover the outstanding checks. This is what I call a “potential 
death blow.” I had no time to be chatty and sweet. I had to pull off 

a miracle or everyone might 
be looking for another job 
the next day. And there in 
front of my desk stood the 
Finance Manager telling me 
how impossible it was to 
make this scene go right. 
My efforts to bring him into 
agreement with my handling 

simply bounced off his armor. I wasn’t getting through. So I blew a 
hole in his armor. I angrily yelled so loud that a few people down 
the hall came running into my office, thinking I had just murdered 
someone. The poor guy standing on the other side of my desk 
looked very pale, like someone had just tasered him.

To shorten this story (and a totally true one I can assure you), 
I found out why the checks were bouncing and handled it and 
then I found the money to pay the phone bill and paid that. And 
when the fires had been extinguished I sat down calmly with that 
Finance Manager and pulled the bullet out. I got into communication 
with him and within an hour or so had him laughing about it. My 
leadership wasn’t established by that first day on the job. Likewise, 
it wasn’t tarnished either. It was a combination of events over 
the first several days and weeks and months plus the briefings 
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I did plus the fact that I laughed a lot and appeared good and 
knowledgeable at managing that got them to accept and welcome 
my leadership. 

“In all great leaders there is a purpose and intensity which 
is unmistakable. Plus there is a certain amount of courage 
required in a leader.”

I think this is where Elon Musk excels. This guy has a purpose to 
engage in activities that will help the entire human race. He clearly 
sees that time is running out and so he works tirelessly and with 
great intensity. He may be the richest man on Planet Earth but 
that’s not what motivates him. He doesn’t much give a damn about 
the money. He is dutifully pursuing the mission he is on – saving 
mankind from extinction. 

“A man who merely wants 
to be liked will never be a 
leader. Others follow those 
who have the courage 
to get things done even 
though they say they 
follow those they like. 
A broad examination of 
history shows clearly that 
men follow those they respect. Respect is a recognition of 
inspiration, purpose and competence.”

“The qualities of leadership are not difficult to attain, providing 
they are understood.”

 And that pretty much sums it up. If you simply want to be liked, be 
a follower. You’ll never be a leader with that as your only aspiration. 
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Why? Because the desire to be liked is an inflow: someone who 
wants to receive admiration from others. Accomplishing something 
worthwhile is an outward flowing activity. See that? Good leaders 
– true leaders – are engaged in actions that bring about worthwhile
accomplishments.

Some people think only great leaders are born with that talent and 
skill. But that’s not true. You can learn how to be a great leader.
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